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Background and context

The Victorian Government’s election commitment
In October 2018, the Government announced an election
commitment to ban embedded networks in new residential
apartment buildings, with appropriate exemptions for
buildings that use renewable energy microgrids to deliver low-cost
renewable energy to apartment blocks

The purpose of the commitment

To ensure that Victorian consumers living in residential embedded
networks can access the same competitive retail offers and
customer protections as other Victorian consumers
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Stakeholder consultation
Review update
•
•

Following the public release of the Issues Paper, the Expert Panel held two online stakeholder
consultation sessions – a webinar on 3 February and a solutions design workshop on 10 February 2021
DELWP received 133 responses from:
• 88 individual consumers
• 7 consumer advocacy groups
• 26 industry stakeholders
• 12 others (e.g. local government, EWOV, consultancy, research institutes)

Key themes from the consultation process
• High level of support for the ban from consumers
• Embedded network customers experiencing a lack of
choice of retailer
• Consumers experiencing problems with customer
service and dispute resolution
• Lack of transparency around information disclosure
requirements
• Level of support for the AEMC’s recommendations
from its 2019 Embedded Networks report

• Customers unable to have choice of green energy for
environmental protection
• Customers experiencing barriers to competitive retail
offers, such as the cost to install a new meter
• Customers finding difficulties in accessing concessions
• Need for an outcomes-focused definition of a
microgrid, with a focus on passing on benefits to
consumers
• Need for stronger regulatory compliance and
enforcement measures
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Panel’s vision – what they ultimately envisage

Principles guiding
the Review

Placing benefits to consumers
at the centre

Equitable pricing outcomes
and consumer protections

Future-proofing the design of
the system

Mirroring or enhancing the
national standards

• Energy is an essential service, with customers having equal protections, market
access and treatment no matter where they live or how they get their energy

Outcomes
sought

• Anyone who supplies and sells energy in a private network must obtain a ‘Local
Energy Service’ (LES) provider licence from the ESC, ensuring that they can
deliver services, provide customer protections and are subject to appropriate
monitoring, compliance and enforcement (with limited ongoing exemptions)
• A future market of competitive businesses licensed as LES providers that
supply and sell electricity at sites in a way that fosters renewable and/or other
clean energy technologies in line with government policies with the benefits
demonstrably being passed on to customers – this goes beyond simple
exemptions for microgrids to incentivise innovation and future-proof the system
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Giving effect to the ban and transitioning to a licensing framework
Now

New residential
sites including
apartment
buildings, social
housing and
retirement
villages

N/A

Existing
embedded
networks

Other exempt
entities
(e.g. commercial)

Late-2023 to
Mid-2024

Mid-2024 to
Late-2024

Late-2026 to
Mid-2027

(Until LES regime in
place)

(LES regime
established)

(Interim
arrangements)

(LES regime fully
operational)

Ban initially
implemented by a
revised GEO:

LES licence is required to be able to supply and sell into these sites, once the
LES licensing framework is established

Amendments include:
-

Embedded
networks
currently in
development

Mid-2022 to
Late-2023

Exempt from
licensing
requirements
under the
Electricity
Industry Act
2000
Automatic
exemption
under the
General
Exemption
Order (GEO)

Exemption approval to
be sought from the
ESC

-

Renewable or other
clean energy
requirements (within 3
years of application for
existing sites)

-

Enhanced consumer
protections,
enforcement powers
and information
disclosure
requirement's

Regulated under a
revised GEO
Will be given up to 6
months to apply for a
LES licence once the
licensing framework
is established

Exemptions under GEO no longer available –
category removed

Regulated under a revised GEO
Will be given up to 3 years to apply for a LES
licence once the licensing framework is
established

Exemptions under GEO
no longer available –
category removed

Regulated under a revised GEO, but not all obligations on residential private networks would necessarily apply
to other exempt entities
The Victorian Government could consider the feasibility of extending the LES regime to other exempt entities,
such as commercial sites, where appropriate
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Implementing
the ban

Ban initially implemented
by GEO changes

New LES licensing
framework
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Requirements: renewable
and/or other clean energy
technologies in line with
government policies, and
benefits demonstrably
passed on to consumers
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Legacy &
transitional

Automatic exemptions under the GEO are
replaced with an approval process overseen
by the ESC as a transitional measure
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Extend the licensing framework to
legacy apartment buildings and other
residential sites (eg retirement villages)
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Access to
competitive
retail offers

Easier access for
consumers to transfer to
on-market retailer

Ensure customers who
transfer to an on-market
retailer receive a single bill
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Ensure relevant system
changes, and meters meet
relevant standards
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Consumer
protections

Equity of consumer
protection and eligible
entitlements

Regulation of bundled
services / fees and charges
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Improved information
disclosure – upfront and
ongoing
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Compliance
& enforcement

ESC to have appropriate
investigative, monitoring,
compliance and
enforcement powers

Comprehensive EWOV
jurisdiction
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ESC expanded role for
GEO and licensing
approvals and oversight,
which will have resource
implications
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Key aspects of the Panel’s proposed recommendations to address
the Terms of Reference

Other
recommendations

Options to mitigate
disruption of supply due to
failure of an embedded
network

Amendments to planning,
building requirements and
strata laws
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Giving voice to energy
consumers in private
networks
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Q&A session

You may ask a question by following one of the options below:
1

Type a question into the meeting chat
Use the speech bubble symbol to open the meeting chat. Type a question
into the chat and it will be addressed by a presenter.

2
Raise your hand to speak
Please select the hand symbol to raise your hand if you would like to speak
and unmute yourself when called on by a presenter.
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Next steps
Consultation on Issues Paper
January – February 2021
Submissions on the Draft Report close
5pm 6 August 2021
https://engage.vic.gov.au/embedded-networksreview

Public release of Draft Report
June 2021

You are welcome to:

Draft Report webinar
Today

Draft Report consultation closes
5pm Friday 6 August 2021

•

complete all or part of the short questionnaire

•

complete all or any of the long questionnaire

•

upload or send a submission to the Review in
your own words

Please email:
EmbeddedNetworks.Review@delwp.vic.gov.au
if you have any questions

Public release of Final Report
December 2021

Anticipated implementation of the ban
June 2022
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